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WORLD BOOK DAY 

We all had a wonderful day on World Book Day as you can see…………... 



BOROUGH OF POOLE SEND CONSULTATION 

The Borough of Poole are currently carrying out 

consultations for children and young people with special 

educational needs and disabilities (SEND) and parents/

carers.  The consultation runs from 20th February to 31st 

March.  Details can be found on our website under Latest 

News. 

ALPINE SUCCESS 

Abigail (6V) & Daisy (5X) recently travelled to 
Bormio, Italy  to do their Race Training for the 
English Alpine Championships. 

First the girls took part in an ESF Fleche Race, 
where the time is set by a forerunner (normally an 
Ex French Downhill Racer) and competitors are 
awarded medals for getting within a percentage of 
their time— Or 17%, Vermeil 28%, Argent 40%, 
Bronze 50% & Fletchette 55%. 

Abigail achieved a Vermeil and Daisy achieved her 
Argent. 

The girls also took part in the British Snow Life 
Awards, where they had to achieve different tasks 
of skiing on the mountain. Once participants have 
achieved their 9 Star award they can work towards 
becoming an instructor. 

Both girls did extremely well, winning their 8 star 
award. 

English Alpine Championships.  

Giant Slalom – Daisy 12th  U10 & Abigail 22nd U12. 

Combi Race – Daisy 8th U10 & Abigail 16th U12. 

Well done girls. 

Mrs Wilks would like to thank all parents who did 

their homework.  It is always useful to know this 

information and we will be looking at it in greater 

detail in the near future. 

To launch our new Year 5 topic, Soap and Glory, we were visited by Lush on 
Tuesday 21st February. First, we were given a brief history of the company 
and an explanation about the beliefs behind decisions made. We learned 
that Lush use natural products as often as possible and do not test any 
products on animals. Then, every pupil got to make two bath bombs – the 
Butterball and Ickle Baby Bot. The school hall smelled delicious for a few 
days after the event!                   Miss Faber 

GRAMMAR SCHOOL 

It’s that exciting time of year again when some of our Year 6 pupils find out they have gained a place at 

Grammar School.  If you have accepted a place for your child to start at Poole Grammar School or Parkstone 

Grammar School in September, we ask that you kindly let the school know in writing as soon as possible. 

Thank you. 



Well done to Lucy T in 8Z and Eddie G in 8Y who have written excellent metaphorical short stories in their Year 8 English 
class: 

Lesson Obective: To apply literary devices for deliberate impact: personification and extended metaphor. 
 
“The wind harassed the waves; the ship was forced to subject itself to defeat, allowing the starving sea below to swallow it 

whole, choosing death over the cursed fate freedom would entail- sailing for eternity as a lost soul, stripped of their identity. 

No mercy was drawn into the oceans vicious attacks - clad in an armour of debris, impenetrable to any mortal force. The 

Pacific Ocean is where it lay in wake for a ship in its prime - its prey. The sea wrapped itself around the ship, ignoring its 

writhing, releasing it of its flimsy mortality. The ship surrendered itself, but the passion within the sea’s vision blinded it from 

seeing its folly - it had already succeeded - there was no longer any motive for it to attack with such vigour. 

Yet, it continued - no remorse embedded within the cruel waters. 

The sea rose the ship at a precipitous angle; it was obstinately determined to extinguish the feeble lives of all pirates, 

tarnishing its gorgeous waves with filth to an end - ensuring they would never again see the barren coasts of England. It was 

the sea’s personal vendetta - and it was groping at the chance of victory. It surged with manic laughter, relishing in the 

horrific scene that played out before it as the ship wept silently within its grasp. It was sparsely covered in icy water to 

ensure the suffering would endure through the ages - a bitter taste of what their watery grave would possess, when their 

agonised corpses fell within it. The laughing of the sea grew to be monotonous; the laugh became maddened, leaving a 

sinister air. It had become a desolate view to behold - the ocean harassing the ship at a point of treacherous victory, 

practically a form of gloating. The ship’s venture had surely come to an end, whilst the sea’s quest to avenge itself had 

begun. Desperate screams began to pierce the wave’s silken surface, yet it showed no signs of faltering. White caps danced 

upon the wild waves, paying no regard to the devastation around it, performing a macabre dance of pain and suffering. 

Then the sea fell flat. 

Silence… 

The ship had capsized.” 

Lucy 

 

 

 

 

 

“The pirates will get no compassion. The white caps danced a dance of power and in-humane forces. The fog clustered the 

hopeless wreck like vultures waiting for the devil’s signal to feast upon the remains of his servant’s corpses, rotting like the 

sweet memories of freedom. Nothing but the full buffet of corpses floated helplessly, while the sea feasted ferociously on its 

remains. The boat was the knife in a gunfight. 

The wind was the defeatless moist-cold breath of the devil, playing with the wooden craft like a plastic toy. Here, the sun 

was the only source of happiness, fading as the clouds circled on the window of light in an attempt to pierce the tight waves. 

Hope surrendered to the enormity of the battle. Now the boat was the decrepit, crumbling like stale bread to the vigour of 

the sea pouncing remorselessly—rocking the boat, until the prey was entirely engulfed by the bitter mouth of the ocean. 

The land seemed almost as distant as the hope indulged in the vendetta. The course of the harsh journey began torturing 

the helpless souls of those on-board. Fog was a blind fold. The weather’s arctic revenge, blinding the disorientated captain 

into the maddened current. Obliviously weeping silently, the wind weaved in and out of the mountainous waves with a 

sinister tone, dueting with the waves crashing into a sinful symphony of hell’s thoughts. 

The torrid coast turned over the shoreline and back left and right - a blink would leave you disorientated in amongst the 

malignant laughing sea. Finally, the current swallowed the boat sinking in defeat, marrying with the bed of sand leaving the 

ocean peaceful. Mother Nature left snoozing in victory, waiting patiently to avenge humankind, indulging in the heavens.” 

Eddie 



BIKEABILITY 

We have had a fantastic response to the Bikeability Course this year.  The Borough of Poole will be informing us 
in the next few weeks as to how many spaces they are providing for us and we will then be able to let you know 
whether your child has been successful in gaining a place on the Bikeability Training Scheme. 

YEAR 5 ROMAN DAY 

 

Roman Outcome  

As an exciting end to our Roman topic, we invited the 

parents of Year 5 pupils to come and enjoy our Roman 

Theatre experience. On the lead up to this outcome, the 

children in Year 5 worked collaboratively across the classes 

to make jewellery, togas, helmets and shields for the 

performances. They applied their knowledge of Boudicca and 

Caesar to write their very own plays and worked 

independently to practice their acts to know their lines off by 

heart and use a range of expression. 

 

Miss Palmer 

CAR PARK 

 

We would like to remind all parents when exiting the car park at the start and end of the day 

vehicles must turn left and proceed along to the Gravel Hill roundabout, this avoids a build-

up/gridlock of cars in the car park which has a knock –on effect along Dunyeats Road. 

 

Thank you for your co-operation. 



UBC SCULPTURE SCHOOL 

The Sculpture School groups during UBC sessions have worked very hard to create 3D papier-mâché sculptures. 
Starting with simple cardboard armatures, pupils designed, shaped, moulded and pasted newspaper pieces to 
create fantastic 3D models which have then been finished to a very high standard using coloured tissue paper. 

The resulting sculptures are superb and several are now on display in the school entrance. Well done to all 
pupils and thank you for your hard work. 

Miss Bone 

 

 



GARDENING CLUB 

As the days get lighter and the soil temperature rises, we have ventured back into the garden to begin our 

new growing season.  

Many of our pots that we planted in autumn are now beginning to sprout, providing the school with some 

flashes of colour. 

 

We have also had a good tidy up of 

the garden, washing the 

greenhouse and weeding the beds 

so that we are ready in the next few 

months to plant our new crops. We 

have also seen our garlic bulbs and 

onions beginning to shoot. 

One of our first jobs, as spring approaches, was to chit our 

potatoes. We were lucky enough to be sent 2 types, Rocket and a 

local variety called Jester, from Growyourownpotatoes.org. When 

these have produced new green shoots we will plant them and 

harvest them towards the end of the school year. 

We were also pleased to see that our rosemary plants had 

taken root after we propagated them from another plant. 

This meant that we took cuttings and replanted them where 

they re-rooted themselves. 

 

Over the next few months, we are hoping for fine weather so that we can be out enjoying and 

tending our school garden.  

Thank you to Ollie S, 7X, for taking such lovely pictures. 

Miss Pike 


